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Ukraine crisis: Biden to deploy more US troops to eastern Europe
Andrew Roth in Moscow & Julian Borger in Washington - The Guardian

The Guardian

Joe Biden will deploy more than 3,000 US troops in Germany, Poland, and Romania,
as Russia continues to build up its forces around Ukraine, and after talks between
Washington and Moscow failed to bring any breakthrough or easing of tensions.

Nearly 2,000 troops from the 82nd Airborne division will be going to Poland, a
headquarters unit from the 18th Airborne Corps will move to Germany, and a
1,000-strong army armoured unit is being transferred from Germany to Romania.

“This force is designed to deter aggression and enhance our defensive capabilities in
front-line allied states. We expect them to move in coming days,” John Kirby, the
Pentagon spokesman, said.

The Russian president, Vladimir Putin, “continues to add forces, combined arms,
offensive capabilities, even over just the last 24 hours he continues to add in western
Russia and Belarus, and in the Mediterranean and the North Atlantic”, Kirby added.

“He has shown no signs of being interested or willing to deescalate the tensions.”
The Pentagon spokesman said the deployments were separate from the 8,500 troops
in the US that were put on heightened alert to be ready to deploy at short notice.

Those forces are mostly earmarked to be part of a NATO Response Force (NRF)
intended to bolster the alliance’s eastern flank, in the face of a potential Russian
attack on Ukraine.

NATO has so far not taken the decision to activate the NRF, which would require the
agreement of its 30 member states, including Hungary, whose prime minister, Viktor
Orbán, visited Moscow on Tuesday to offer support for Putin and said sanctions on
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Russia were “doomed to failure”. Kirby said the troops being deployed in the coming
days were being deployed under bilateral agreements with the host countries.

Biden and the NATO secretary general, Jens Stoltenberg, have made it clear that no
NATO combat troops would be going into Ukraine, although there are a small
number of military advisers there.

The decision to deploy US troops follows an exchange of documents between the US,
NATO and Russia setting out their respective positions on European security, and a
series of phone calls between the US secretary of state, Antony Blinken, and the
Russian foreign minister, Sergei Lavrov.

The US has suggested a number of areas for negotiation and possible
confidence-building measures but has insisted there can be no compromise over
Ukraine’s right to join NATO. The alliance has also stated that is non-negotiable.

Russia’s central demand is for guarantees that NATO will not expand further
eastward.

According to a leaked copy of the US and NATO proposals, the US is ready to
negotiate on limiting deployments of missiles in Europe and combat troops in Ukraine,
if Russia draws back its military and makes reciprocal commitments.

Worry and calm in Kyiv as Russia amasses troops on the Ukraine border
Kirby confirmed the authenticity of the documents, which were published on
Wednesday in the Spanish newspaper El País.

Both the US and NATO had sought to keep their written proposals private in order to
facilitate tense negotiations with Russia. The Ria Novosti state media outlet has
reported the documents are authentic, citing a source in the Russian foreign ministry.

The Kremlin has denied any involvement in the leak, which came the day after Putin
said the United States had ignored Russia’s key concerns in its response.

While the leak may embarrass Washington, the documents show that the US position
in public and private are similar: calling for de-escalation via negotiations on arms
control and other largely technical issues, while warning of tough consequences in
case Russia launches an invasion in Ukraine.

The US and NATO proposals also avoided any discussion of Russia’s controversial
demands of a NATO withdrawal from eastern Europe and a pledge never to consider
Ukraine’s membership in the security alliance.

“The United States is willing to discuss conditions-based reciprocal transparency
measures and reciprocal commitments by both the United States and Russia to refrain
from deploying offensive ground-launched missile systems and permanent forces with
a combat mission in the territory of Ukraine,” the document read.

“We will continue to consult with Ukraine on these discussions.”



The document also suggested confidence-building measures on military exercises and
arms control in Europe, as well as deconfliction efforts to avoid an accidental
military clash.

It also carried careful demands for the Russian side to draw down its forces near
Ukraine. Russia has moved more than an estimated 125,000 troops within striking
distance of the Ukrainian border, including nearly half of its available battalion
tactical groups (BTGs) and support units.

“Further Russian increases to force posture or further aggression against Ukraine
will force the United States and our allies to strengthen our defensive posture,” the
document also read, adding that progress could only be achieved in an “environment
of deescalation” regarding Russia’s military buildup near Ukraine.

Russia is still preparing a formal response to the western proposals. But Putin on
Tuesday accused the US of ignoring Russia’s security proposals in his first public
remarks on the crisis since December. In emotional remarks, he also suggested that
the United States may be using Ukraine to try to goad Russia into a conflict with
NATO.

Putin said he hoped that negotiations would continue but admitted he did not know
what form a final agreement could take. At the same time, Russia has continued its
buildup along the Ukrainian border, including from Belarus and the annexed
Crimean peninsula.

A new investigation by the online Conflict Intelligence Team shows that Russian
national guard units and possibly riot police have also been deploying to the border
region. Those forces could be used to hold ground in case of a Russian attack,
analysts have said.

Anti-war voices in Russia have also grown bolder this week. In an open letter, a
group of prominent Russian activists, academics, journalists, and other public figures
accusing the Russian “Party of War” in the Kremlin of seeking a conflict in Ukraine.

“We, the responsible citizens of Russia and patriots of our country, appeal to the
political leadership in Russia and make an open and public challenge to the Party of
War, that has formed within the authorities,” the appeal read.

“We express the point of view of the part of Russian society that hates war and
believes it a crime to even use the threat of war … in foreign policy rhetoric.”

“Our position is extremely simple: Russia does not need a war with Ukraine and the
west,” the letter said.

More than 2,000 people have publicly signed the letter.

The Ukraine Crisis Is Not Going Well for Putin
Fred Kaplan - Slate
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Slate

So far, the Ukrainian crisis is going very badly for Vladimir Putin.

Yes, the Russian president has arrayed roughly 100,000 troops on Ukraine’s
border—enough to mount a major invasion, if that’s what he wants to do. But
threatening Ukraine is only a means to Putin’s main strategic goals, which are :

a) to carve out a “sphere of influence” that as much as possible recreates the old
Russian (or Soviet) empire,
b) to deepen the politico-economic fissures within the European Union, and
c) to drive a wedge between the United States and its NATO allies.

And yet his military gambit has accomplished the opposite. The overt threat to
Ukraine has rallied the European nations around a common menace, revitalized
NATO’s original mission to deter and contain Russian expansion, and thus bonded
the European allies to the United States (the prime guarantor of their security) more
tightly than any time since the end of the Cold War.

Putin had reason to believe things would go otherwise. He saw President Biden
touting the Quad—the shiny new alliance of the U.S., Japan, India, and Australia,
which would unify the Asian and Pacific allies and fend off a rising China—and may
have figured that NATO had receded in importance.

He also watched Biden bug out of Afghanistan, and while he may have sympathized
with the move (his beloved Soviet Union was among those entombed in that graveyard
of empires), he no doubt noticed the withdrawal’s rushed incompetence and the
concern, if not panic, that it roused among U.S. allies.

Meanwhile, the UK was out on its post-Brexit own; Angela Merkel had retired as
Germany’s chancellor, leaving NATO’s largest, richest country in momentary flux;
and French President Emmanuel Macron was seeking to take her place as the
continent’s leader with a vision of Europe’s “strategic autonomy” from Washington.

https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/2021/09/24/quad-us-india-australia-japan-china/
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Who knows whether all this was passing through Putin’s mind, but objectively it must
have seemed a good time to make a move—especially since the pesky Ukrainian
President, Volodymyr Zelensky, was drifting ever further to the west, renewing his
request for NATO membership, and U.S. officials were indulging him, saying they’d
invite him in the club someday.

Meanwhile, the U.S. was supplying Ukraine’s soldiers with weapons and sending
American soldiers as trainers, along with corps of special forces and CIA agents, who
were up to who knows what mischief.

From Putin’s viewpoint, the combination of threat and opportunity could only have
seemed alluring. In 2014, he’d annexed Crimea and mounted armed incursions into
eastern Ukraine—prompting some consequences (economic sanctions, expulsion from
the G8, and other inconveniences) but nothing dreadful. Why should this time be any
different?

So, starting in November (perhaps earlier), he moved dozens of tank battalions,
rockets, infantry fighting vehicles, and tens of thousands of the troops to go with them,
toward the border of Ukraine.

We do not know whether he planned to invade or merely use the threat of an invasion
to force concessions on his demands for NATO—to stop expanding its membership
eastward and for the American military to roll back its presence in areas once held by
the Soviet Union.

He may have figured that, even if Biden raised a fuss, the Europeans would be split.
Some, including Germany, would be fearful of alienating Moscow, lest oil and gas
supplies be cut off just as the winter temperatures were plunging.

Certainly they wouldn’t risk hardship for the sake of Ukraine, which few Europeans
wanted as a fellow NATO member and which most understood was of special
importance to Russia.

In other words, Putin may well have expected resistance to fold before it
mounted—compelling Zelensky to succumb to Moscow’s pressure without having to
fire a shot.

But it didn’t turn out that way. Putin’s moves were too blunt, and his denials of any
unusual activity were too blatant. Then came another surprising twist: Biden and his
diplomats, who had made missteps in other realms, suddenly turned super-competent.

Biden was comfortable with trans-Atlantic matters; NATO had been the centerpiece
of U.S. foreign policy during his decades on the Senate Foreign Relations Committee
and as vice president. Secretary of State Antony Blinken had been at his side, as top
staffer, for many of those years.

Deputy Secretary of State Wendy Sherman had eked results at the toughest
negotiating tables. Their efforts held together the 30-state NATO alliance in opposing
Moscow’s moves and threatening firm action in response to any further invasion of
Ukraine’s territory.

https://slate.com/news-and-politics/2021/12/biden-and-putin-ukraine-crisis.html


Whatever Putin winds up doing, his plan of driving the NATO allies apart and
reducing the U.S. presence near Russia’s borders failed. In fact, Washington has
put 8,500 more troops on high alert for deployment to Poland and Estonia, to shore
up the eastern flanks of NATO.

Poland and Britain have announced a “trilateral security pact” with Ukraine, and,
though no one knows quite what it means, the two countries are in the meantime
redoubling their recent arms shipments to Kyiv. Sweden and Finland, Russia’s
thoroughly western neighbors, which have stayed militarily neutral for all these
decades, are now mulling the prospect of joining NATO.

So what will Putin do now? The troops and tanks poised on the border are reportedly
capable of overrunning the Ukrainian army, which, though much improved in recent
years, would still be profoundly outmatched. But the Russian army has never been
very good at maintaining supply lines.

That would be a problem if they have to occupy a stretch of Ukrainian land,
especially in cities. And they would be met not only by regular troops but civilian
resistance fighters, who—officials have warned—will be aided by U.S. and NATO
arms, logistics, and intelligence.

In Putin’s 22 years as either president or prime minister, his military moves have
been cautious and limited. His annexation of Crimea was bloodless; not a shot was
fired. (Most Crimeans viewed themselves as Russian anyway.)

His incursion into eastern Ukraine was mainly to assist ethnic-Russian separatists;
Kremlin officials continue to deny that Russian soldiers ever crossed the border,
though an estimated 500 of them have died in the eight-year-old war.

(More than 14,000 Ukrainians have died.) His invasion of Georgia took less than a
week. The one time he sent ground forces to Syria, they were routed in an armed
confrontation with U.S. troops; since then, he has assisted Bashir Assad’s regime
almost entirely with air power.

If he did invade Ukraine, it would be not only the largest battle in Europe—but also
by far the most complex military operation Russia has undertaken anywhere—since
World War II. And the Russian boys returning home in body bags would have died not
for the homeland, as they did fighting Nazis, but while trying conquer a neighboring
country.

Finally, if the U.S. does impose the severe sanctions that Biden has
considered—including barring major banks and individual oligarchs from
transactions in dollars, as well as banning the import of U.S. parts (which would gut
Russia’s high-tech industries)—the masses and elites may start growling at Putin’s
“harebrained schemes”

(the epithet that the Kremlin’s commissars pronounced when they ousted Nikita
Khrushchev for instigating the Cuban missile crisis, which ended in defeat and roused
the U.S. to mount a crash buildup in nuclear arms).
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Then again, if Russian tanks roll across the border, NATO’s much-touted unity may
fall apart. If Putin responds to sanctions by cutting off oil and natural gas to Europe,
Germany—which is particularly dependent on Russia for energy supplies—may fold.

(It has already blocked Estonia from re-selling German arms to Ukraine and barred
British planes carrying arms for Ukraine from flying across German airspace.) Many
Russian oligarchs spend a lot of money on real estate in London; if they can no longer
pay mortgages or property taxes, British businesses and Boris Johnson—or whoever
succeeds him as prime minister—may lose patience as well.

Biden probably knows that broad expressions of unanimity tend to waver when blood
starts to flow and money dries up, which is why he and the other Western leaders
would prefer a diplomatic settlement as soon as possible.

Nobody knows what Putin prefers. If he’s looking for an exit ramp off this highway to
catastrophe, the question is how to get him to take it while giving him a way to save
face. Simply backing him into a corner would probably push him to double down.

At his press conference on Tuesday with Hungarian Prime Minister Viktor Korban,
Putin—who, until then, hadn’t spoken a word in public about the Ukraine crisis since
December—hinted at a possible way out. Mainly, he put on a pessimistic pose,
complaining that Washington has ignored his main demand, a permanent ban on
Ukraine’s entrance into NATO.

(Korban assisted him by taking Putin’s side in the conflict—the first, utterly
predictable NATO member to jump off the alliance bandwagon.)

However, Putin also made two remarks that might—might—shine a thin ray of hope
on the gloomy landscape. First, he said that he had not yet responded to the letter
Biden wrote last week in reply to Putin’s demands. In other words, diplomacy has not
hit a dead end.

Second, he referred to (without mentioning their names) a few East-West agreements
signed over the years—the 1975 Helsinki Final Act, the 1990 Charter of Paris, and
the 1999 Istanbul Declaration—which U.S. officials have also referred to.

The Americans have noted that these accords allow all countries to choose their own
defense alliances, meaning that Russia has no right to dictate whether Ukraine can be
a member of NATO.

Putin noted that these same accords also say that no country can increase its security
while threatening the security of others. Putin considers the further expansion of
NATO, to include Ukraine, as a threat to Russian security.

One can imagine Biden acknowledging Putin’s point and calling for negotiations to
begin on shaping 21st-century European security in a way that protects the interests
of all parties—including Russia.
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As a first step, Biden could propose that Russia withdraw at least some of those
troops and tanks from the Ukrainian border. In return, the U.S. might suspend
military activities in Ukraine and, for the moment, elsewhere in Eastern Europe.

Naval exercises in the Black Sea could also be halted while the talks go on.
International inspectors could monitor all these movements and suspensions.
Russians could inspect missile-defense sites in Eastern Europe, to verify that they
cannot be used to support offensive missiles, as Russians say they believe.

The point—the most that can be done for the moment—would be to de-escalate the
tensions, make all military activities more transparent, and reduce the chance of
miscalculations that could lead to war.

And, at some juncture, Biden needs to find some way to assure Putin—sometime after
thousands of tank turrets are no longer aimed at Ukrainian heads—that Ukraine is
not going to join NATO any time soon. It’s not going to happen for the foreseeable
future; it shouldn’t be a cause of war.

Meanwhile, Putin is going to Beijing for the Olympics. He won’t draw attention from
the grand spectacle put on by Chinese President Xi Jinping—who, as of late, has
geopolitical speaking become his new best friend—by invading Ukraine.

So for the next two weeks, war is very unlikely. Biden and NATO should use the
opportunity to keep up the show of unity but turn down the heat—quietly prod Putin’s
intentions by offering a path to a diplomatic solution.

This venture may be playing out poorly for Putin so far, but if it escalates, it could
become a disaster for everyone.

‘Building back worse’: Wisconsin’s fight over the production of USPS vehicles
Steven Greenhouse - The Guardian

The Guardian



Wisconsin residents cheered when Oshkosh Defense, a Wisconsin-based
manufacturer, won a large contract to build a new generation of post office delivery
vehicles - up to 165,000 – but now Wisconsinites are fuming about the company’s
decision to produce those vehicles in South Carolina, rather than Wisconsin.

Wisconsin’s political leaders and labor unions are stepping up pressure on Oshkosh
Defense as well as the US Postal Service and White House to get the company to do
that manufacturing to Wisconsin. The 10-year contract, which could exceed $10bn, is
expected to create more than 1,000 jobs.

These leaders warn that unless the production is done in Wisconsin, Democratic
candidates will be hurt in that pivotal swing state in this November’s elections as well
as in 2024.

“We are extremely disappointed in Oshkosh Defense’s decision to accept the money
from the US Postal Service and then turn around and send their production to a
different state,” said Stephanie Bloomingdale, president of the Wisconsin State
AFL-CIO union federation.

“This is just another slap in the face to Wisconsin workers. People are very outraged
about it. It doesn’t fit into president Biden’s vision to have high-road manufacturing.”

Many Oshkosh Defense workers are wearing buttons to work, saying, “We Can Build
This.” These workers, members of the United Auto Workers (UAW), say they’re
dismayed that the company – unionized since 1938 – plans to do postal vehicle
production in one of the nation’s most anti-union states.

UAW Local 578 in Oshkosh has collected over 1,500 signatures urging the company
to rescind its South Carolina decision, and Wisconsin’s unions are planning a big
rally in February to further pressure Oshkosh Defense.

“When we were notified the company won the contract, we were all excited – that’s
another contract under our belt, more work for us to do,” said Thomas Brown, a
welder at Oshkosh Defense. “But when we were told it wasn’t being built here, we
were all asking, why not? We know we can build it. We got the workers. We got the
tooling. It can be done here.”

When the Postal Service first awarded the contract last February, it described the
effort as a “historic investment” in next generation delivery vehicles that will replace
many postal vehicles that are 20, even 30 years old. The new vehicles will be designed
to carry more cargo and will have 360-degree cameras, air conditioning and a front
and rear collision avoidance system.

The Postal Service noted that Oshkosh Defense was “evaluating which of their
several US manufacturing locations” it would choose to produce the vehicles, and
since all its existing plants were in Wisconsin, some people said there was a
bait-and-switch when the company chose South Carolina.

In a statement, Senator Tammy Baldwin, a Democrat of Wisconsin, said: “Oshkosh
Defense has a history of manufacturing trucks for government service in Wisconsin



with skilled union labor, so I remain deeply concerned that they decided to
manufacture the postal trucks in what appears to be a newly acquired facility with
inexperienced, likely non-union hires, in South Carolina.”

Baldwin said she would continue urging Oshkosh Defense and the Postal Service to
do further scrutiny of the production site in South Carolina. “I want these trucks
made in Wisconsin,” she said. This is just another slap in the face to Wisconsin
workers Stephanie Bloomingdale.

On Tuesday, the UAW’s president, Ray Curry, issued a statement saying that
production of the new postal vehicle “is an opportunity for the Biden administration
to make real investments in both a cleaner future and good union jobs, but the
contract, as it currently stands, fails on both accounts.”

Curry urged the administration to have the Environmental Protection Agency review
the postal service’s contract because the union asserts the project will have “adverse
environmental” and socioeconomic impacts that it says the postal service failed to
examine in its Environmental Impact Statement.

The post office says its impact statement was done in full accordance with federal
environmental law after having reviewed all comments submitted.

When Oshkosh Defense announced plans to produce the vehicles in South Carolina, it
chose to use a large, empty, former Rite Aid warehouse in Spartanburg. The company
said it was eager to have a “turnkey” plant where it could quickly begin production
to help meet its goal of delivering the first vehicles in 2023.

At the time, John Bryant, president of Oshkosh Defense, said Spartanburg “has a
skilled workforce and a proven history in advanced automotive manufacturing”.
BMW has its only US assembly plant there.

Bryant said: “We evaluated sites in multiple states, including Wisconsin, for
production of the [Next Generation Delivery Vehicle]. The Spartanburg, South
Carolina, facility ranked highest in meeting the requirements of the NGDV program
and gives us the best ability to meet the needs of the USPS.”

Bryant noted that the company plans to establish a postal vehicle technical center in
Oshkosh that will employ more than 100 people.

When the Postal Service was asked about Wisconsin leaders’ demand to move
production to Wisconsin, it said: “We remain committed to modernizing our delivery
fleet in service to our customers.”

It added: “The NGDVs will be manufactured in the United States, which is consistent
with the terms of the Postal Service’s contract with Oshkosh Defense.”

In October, the White House announced that in one of the administration’s first, big
green projects, the infrastructure package would give the Postal Service $6bn so that
70% of its new delivery fleet would work on battery-electric power.



But Cindy Estrada, a UAW vice-president, said: “We’re saying Build Back Better, but
you’re getting it wrong right out of the gate. These are public dollars where we could
have more control over making sure this goes to good, union jobs.

“This is not good for the Democrats. Working people are hearing one thing about
Building Back Better and seeing the results the other way,” Estrada added. “This is
an opportunity. A mistake was made. This is not Build Back Batter. This is building
back worse.”

Biden administration officials say they have no ability to alter the Oshkosh Defense
contract, noting that it was awarded by the Postal Service, an independent agency
that the White House doesn’t control. They say their hands are, in essence, tied.

Asked about the Oshkosh Defense controversy, a White House official responded, “As
the President has said, this is the most pro-union administration in history. President
Biden is focused on creating good union jobs across the country and believes firmly
that every worker in every state must have a free and fair choice to join a union.”

In November, AFL-CIO President Liz Shuler and 30 union presidents wrote to
President Biden saying the Oshkosh Defense contract “missed an opportunity” to
“ensure high-road, union manufacturing”.

They concluded by asking him to “support our call” to have the Postal Service make
sure the contract “supports and protects Oshkosh Defense’s existing, union workforce.
In this way, the administration can join us in opposing Oshkosh’s use of a USPS
contract to facilitate union evasion and a race to the bottom in wages, benefits and
working conditions”.

Houthis missile intercepted by UAE during historic Israeli visit raises tensions
ABC News

While Israeli’s president Isaac Herzog was in Abu Dhabi on a historic visit on
Monday, United Arab Emirates officials announced that a ballistic missile fired by
Yemen's Houthi rebels had been intercepted, the third such attack in three weeks.

Tensions between the two countries have escalated as the Iran-backed Houthis
claimed responsibility for a Jan. 15 drone-and-missile attack on the Abu Dhabi
National Oil Co. fuel depot, killing three people and wounding six.

It was the first deadly attack since 2018, when the UAE-backed forces were fighting
the Houthis for control of the Red Sea port city of Hodeidah.

“The operation led to a large number of death and wounded, including Emiratis,”
Yahya Sare’e, spokesman of the Houthis, tweeted on Tuesday.

A Saudi-led coalition retaliated the day after with an airstrike on Yemen, killing about
80 people.



In 2020, the UAE and Bahrain signed U.S.-brokered normalization agreements with
Israel, known as the "Abraham Accords.” Iran and its regional allies, including the
Houthis, were among their shared security concerns. Iran, meanwhile, denounced any
normalization of relations with Israel.

Jon Gambrell/AP Israeli President Isaac Herzog walks away after giving a speech at
Expo 2020 in Dubai, United Arab Emirates, Jan. 31, 2022.

"The Islamic republic of Iran not only condemns what some countries are doing
aiming at normalization, but also believes that those countries should listen to
awakening calls by their own people and stop sowing discord in the Muslim and Arab
world. This will be much better for the region's future,” spokesman of Iran’s foreign
ministry Saeed Khatibzadeh said on Monday, according to the Tasnim News Agency.

Yemeni minister of information Dhaif Allah Al-Shami, also made clear his country's
similar stance.

“Every country has its own way of welcoming the leaders of the Zionist entity [Israel],
and we in Yemen have only done our duty,” he said on Twitter.

Zakaria Al-Qaq, an expert in national security and war studies, told ABC News the
Houthi attack on the UAE coinciding with the Israeli president's visit had a clear
message: “To stop the UAE intervention in Yemen.”

“Second, it's not only a rejection to the Israel Emirates relation but also a threat to
Yemeni National Security, because [of] the security coordination between the two
countries,” he added.

Houthis have declared they would continue to fire rockets into the UAE.



“The armed forces affirm that the state of the Emirati enemy will be an unsafe as long
as the tools of the Israeli enemy in Abu Dhabi and Dubai continue to launch
aggression against our people and our country,” Sare’e wrote in another tweet.

The Houthi spokesman has also repeated threats, telling citizens, residents and
companies in the UAE “to stay away from vital headquarters and facilities, as they
are vulnerable to targeting during the coming period.”

People in the already war-worn Yemen have been going through a difficult
humanitarian situation over the past years. The World Food Programme has warned
that more than five million people are on the verge of famine, with 50,000 others now
living in famine-like conditions.

The spate of recent attacks have helped raise crude oil prices above $90 per barrel,
another worry for a global economy already struggling through the pandemic.

These 17 satellite photos show how Russian forces have surrounded Ukraine amid
invasion fears
Ryan Pickrell - Business Insider

Russian servicemen from the units of the 150th Motor Rifle Division of the Southern
Military District take part in exercises on the training grounds in the Rostov Region,
Russia, on January 28, 2022. Photo by Russian Defence Ministry / Handout/Anadolu

Agency via Getty Images

Russia has positioned troops around Ukraine in Belarus, western Russia, and
Crimea.

Maxar Technologies released a collection of satellite images of the locations where
Russian troops and weapons are.

Russia has denied planning an attack, but the more than 130,000 troops surrounding
Ukraine have Western leaders skeptical.
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Russia has surrounded Ukraine militarily, and its force presence and posture
continue to raise concerns that Russia will invade its neighbor and ignite a new
conflict in Europe.

Russia now has over 130,000 troops, as well as a significant amount of weaponry and
other hardware, in positions around Ukraine. Though Russia has denied having plans
to attack, many in the West remain skeptical. Russia has troops in Belarus, western
Russia, and Crimea.

Map of locations around Ukraine where Russia has positioned its forces (click to
enlarge) Satellite image ©2022 Maxar Technologies.

US intelligence previously suggested Russia had plans to launch a military offensive
against Ukraine in "early 2022" with a force of 175,000, but Gen. Mark Milley, the
chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, said last week that Russia has enough troops
and equipment in place now to launch an attack with "little warning."

Ukraine is bracing for a Russian invasion as regular civilians train for war, and
NATO is hardening its positions in eastern Europe to deter Russia from pushing past
Ukraine, should it decide to attack.

Maxar Technologies released a collection of high-resolution satellite imagery on
Wednesday showing the Russian military build-up at positions around Ukraine. Here
is where the Russians have put their troops and equipment and what the build-up
looks like.

Brestsky training area, Belarus
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Troops, tents, and other new deployments in the Brestsky training area on Jan. 22,
2022. Satellite image ©2022 Maxar Technologies

Obuz-Lesnovsky training area, Belarus

View of battle groups at the Obuz-Lesnovsky training area on Jan. 29, 2022. Satellite
image ©2022 Maxar Technologies



Osipovichi training area, Belarus

Overview of Iskander missile deployments to the Osipovichi training area on Jan. 30,
2022. Satellite image ©2022 Maxar Technologies.

Klintsy, Russia

View of the Klintsy facility on Dec. 25, 2021. Satellite image ©2022 Maxar
Technologies



Klimovo, Russia

Armored personnel carriers and trucks at the Klimovo facility on Jan. 19,
2022. Satellite image ©2022 Maxar Technologies.

Yelnya, Russia

View of Russian units deployed to Yelnya on Jan. 19, 2022. Satellite image ©2022
Maxar Technologies



Yelnya, Russia

View of battle groups in Yelnya on Jan. 19, 2022. Satellite image ©2022 Maxar
Technologies.

Kursk training area, Russia

Battle group deployment to Kursk training area on Dec. 21, 2021. Satellite image
©2022 Maxar Technologies.



Pogonovo training area, Russia

View of Russian battle groups at the Pogonovo training area on Jan. 26,
2022. Satellite image ©2022 Maxar Technologies.

Pogonovo training area

Tanks on a firing range at the Pogonovo training area on Jan. 26, 2022. Satellite
image ©2022 Maxar Technologies.



Persianovsky training area, Russia

Artillery impact craters at the Persianovsky training area on Jan. 28, 2022. Satellite
image ©2022 Maxar Technologies

Opuk training area, Crimea

Tents and armored vehicles at the Opuk training area on Jan. 31, 2022. Satellite
image ©2022 Maxar Technologies.



Angarsky training area, Crimea

Troop tents, shelters, and other deployments to the Angarsky training area on Feb. 1,
2022. Satellite image ©2022 Maxar Technologies.

Bakhchysarai, Crimea

Infantry fighting vehicles, artillery, and other equipment in Bakhchysarai on Feb. 1,
2022. Satellite image ©2022 Maxar Technologies.



Novoozernoye, Crimea

View of troop and vehicle deployments at Novoozernoye on Feb. 1, 2022. Satellite
image ©2022 Maxar Technologies.

Novoozernoye, Crimea

Tanks and artillery deployments at Novoozernoye on Feb. 1, 2022. Satellite image
©2022 Maxar Technologies.



Yevpatoria, Crimea

Troop tents and armored vehicles near a rail-yard in Yevpatoria, Crimea on Feb. 1,
2022. Satellite image ©2022 Maxar Technologies.

In the rapidly worsening Ukraine fiasco, the U.S. is reaping exactly what it sowed
Medea Benjamin - Salon

Salon. Civilian participants in a Kyiv Territorial Defence unit train in a forest on Jan.
22, 2022, in Kyiv, Ukraine. Sean Gallup/Getty Images

So what are Americans to believe about the rising tensions over Ukraine? The United
States and Russia both claim their escalations are defensive, responding to threats
and escalations by the other side, but the resulting spiral of escalation can only make



war more likely. Ukrainian President Volodymyr Zelensky is warning that "panic" by
U.S. and Western leaders is already causing economic destabilization in Ukraine.

American allies do not all support the current U.S. policy. Germany is
wisely refusing to funnel more weapons into Ukraine, in keeping with its longstanding
policy of not sending weapons into conflict zones. Ralf Stegner, a senior Member of
Parliament for Germany's ruling Social Democrats, told the BBC on Jan. 25 that the
Minsk-Normandy process agreed to by France, Germany, Russia and Ukraine in
2015 is still the right framework for ending the civil war.

"The Minsk Agreement hasn't been applied by both sides," Stegner explained, "and it
just doesn't make any sense to think that forcing up the military possibilities would
make it better. Rather, I think it's the hour of diplomacy."

By contrast, most American politicians and corporate media have fallen in line with a
one-sided narrative that paints Russia as the aggressor in Ukraine, and support
sending more and more weapons to Ukrainian government forces.

After decades of U.S. military disasters based on such one-sided narratives,
Americans should know better by now. But what are our leaders and the corporate
media not telling us this time?

The most critical events that have been airbrushed out of the West's political
narrative are the violation of agreements made by Western leaders at the end of the
Cold War not to expand NATO into Eastern Europe, and the U.S.-backed coup in
Ukraine in February 2014.

Western mainstream media accounts date the crisis in Ukraine back to Russia's 2014
reintegration of Crimea, and the decision by ethnic Russians in eastern Ukraine to
secede from Ukraine as The Luhansk and Donetsk People's Republics.

But these were not unprovoked actions. They were responses to the U.S.-backed coup,
in which an armed mob led by the neo-Nazi Right Sector militia stormed the
Ukrainian parliament, forcing elected President Viktor Yanukovych and members of
his party to flee for their lives. After the events of Jan. 6, 2021, in Washington, that
scenario should now be easier for Americans to understand.

The remaining members of parliament voted to form a new government, subverting
the political transition and plans for a new election that Yanukovych had
publicly agreed to a day earlier, after meetings with the foreign ministers of France,
Germany and Poland.

The U.S. role in managing the coup was exposed by a leaked 2014 audio recording of
a conversation between Assistant Secretary of State Victoria Nuland and U.S.
ambassador Geoffrey Pyatt as they planned to sideline the European Union ("Fuck
the EU," as Nuland put it) and shoehorn in U.S. protégé Arseniy Yatsenyuk ("Yats")
as Ukraine's prime minister.

At the end of the call, Pyatt told Nuland, "We want to try to get somebody with an
international personality to come out here and help to midwife this thing."
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Nuland replied (verbatim): "So on that piece, Geoff, when I wrote the note, [Biden's
national security advisor Jake] Sullivan's come back to me VFR [very quickly?],
saying you need [Vice President] Biden and I said probably tomorrow for an attaboy
and to get the deets to stick. So Biden's willing."

It has never been explained why two senior State Department officials who were
discussing a regime change in Ukraine looked to then-Vice President Biden to
"midwife this thing," instead of their actual boss, Secretary of State John Kerry.

Now that the crisis over Ukraine has blown up with a vengeance during Biden's first
year as president, the unanswered questions about his role in the 2014 coup have
become more urgent and troubling.
And why did Biden appoint Nuland to the No. 4 position at the State Department,
despite (or because of?) her critical role in triggering the disintegration of Ukraine
and an eight-year- civil war that has killed at least 14,000 people?

Both of Nuland's hand-picked puppets in Ukraine, Prime Minister Yatsenyuk and
President Petro Poroshenko, were soon mired in corruption scandals. Yatsenyuk was
forced to resign after two years and Poroshenko was outed in a tax evasion
scandal revealed in the Panama Papers. Ukraine remains the poorest country in
Europe, and one of the most corrupt.

The Ukrainian military had little enthusiasm for a civil war against its own people in
eastern Ukraine, so the post-coup government formed new "National Guard" units to
assault the separatist republics. The infamous Azov Battalion drew its first recruits
from the Right Sector militia and openly displays neo-Nazi symbols, yet has kept on
receiving U.S. arms and training, even after Congress explicitly cut off its U.S.
funding in the 2018 defense appropriation bill.

In 2015, the Minsk and Normandy negotiations led to a ceasefire and the withdrawal
of heavy weapons from a buffer zone around the separatist-held areas. Ukraine
agreed to grant greater autonomy to Donetsk, Luhansk and other ethnically Russian
areas of Ukraine, but it has failed to follow through on that.

A federal system, with some powers devolved to individual provinces or regions,
could help to resolve the all-or-nothing power struggle between Ukrainian
nationalists and Ukraine's traditional ties to Russia that has dogged its politics since
independence in 1991.

But the U.S. and NATO's interest in Ukraine is not really about resolving its regional
differences, but about something else altogether. The U.S. coup was calculated to put
Russia in an impossible position.

If Russia did nothing, post-coup Ukraine would sooner or later join NATO, as NATO
members had already agreed in principle in 2008. NATO forces would advance right
up to Russia's border and Russia's important naval base at Sevastopol in the Crimea
would fall under NATO control.
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If Russia had responded to the coup by invading Ukraine, on the other hand, there
would have been no turning back from a disastrous new Cold War with the West.

To Washington's frustration, Russia found a middle path out of this dilemma, by
accepting the result of Crimea's referendum to rejoin Russia, but only giving covert
support to the separatists in the East.

In 2021, with Nuland once again installed in a corner office at the State Department,
the Biden administration quickly cooked up a plan to put Russia in a new pickle. The
U.S. had already given Ukraine $2 billion in military aid since 2014, and Biden has
added another $650 million to that, along with deployments of U.S. and NATO
military trainers.

Ukraine has still not implemented the constitutional changes called for in the Minsk
agreements, and the unconditional military support the U.S. and NATO have provided
has encouraged Ukraine's leaders to effectively abandon the Minsk-Normandy
process and simply reassert sovereignty over all of Ukraine's territory, including
Crimea.

In practice, Ukraine could only recover those territories by a major escalation of the
civil war, and that was exactly what Ukraine and its NATO backers appeared to
be preparing for in March 2021.

But that prompted Russia to begin moving troops and conducting military exercises,
within its own territory (including the disputed territory of Crimea), but close enough
to Ukraine to deter a new offensive by Ukrainian government forces.

In October, Ukraine launched new attacks in Donbass. Russia, which still had about
100,000 troops stationed near the Ukrainian border, responded with new troop
movements and military exercises.

U. S. officials launched an information warfare campaign to frame Russia's troop
movements as an unprovoked threat to invade Ukraine, concealing their own role in
fueling the threatened Ukrainian escalation to which Russia is responding. U.S.
propaganda has even preemptively dismissed any actual new Ukrainian assault in the
east as a Russian false-flag operation.
V.
Underlying all these tensions is NATO's expansion through Eastern Europe to the
borders of Russia, in violation of commitments Western officials made at the end of
the Cold War.

The U.S. and NATO's refusal to acknowledge that they have violated those
commitments or to negotiate a diplomatic resolution with the Russians is a central
factor in the breakdown of U.S.-Russian relations.

While U.S. officials and corporate media are scaring the pants off Americans and
Europeans with tales of an impending Russian invasion of Ukraine, Russian officials
warn that U.S.-Russian relations are close to the breaking point.
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If the U.S. and NATO are not prepared to negotiate new disarmament treaties,
remove U.S. missiles from countries bordering Russia and dial back NATO expansion,
Russian officials say they will have no option but to respond with "appropriate
military-technical reciprocal measures."

This expression may not refer to an invasion of Ukraine, as most Western
commentators have assumed, but to a broader strategy that could include actions that
hit much closer to home for Western leaders.

For example, Russia could place short-range nuclear missiles in Kaliningrad (a sliver
of Russian territory between Lithuania and Poland), within range of European
capitals. It could establish military bases in Iran, Cuba, Venezuela and other friendly
countries.

It could deploy submarines armed with hypersonic nuclear missiles to the western
Atlantic, where they could destroy Washington in a matter of minutes.

It has long been a common refrain among American activists to point to the 800 or so
U.S. military bases all over the world and ask, "How would Americans like it if Russia
or China built military bases in Mexico or Cuba?" Well, we may be about to find out.

Hypersonic nuclear missiles off the East Coast would put the U.S. in a similar
position to that in which NATO has placed the Russians. China could adopt a similar
strategy in the Pacific to respond to U.S. military bases and deployments around its
coast.

So the revived Cold War that U.S. officials and corporate media hacks have been
mindlessly cheering on could very quickly turn into one in which the U.S. finds itself
just as encircled and endangered as its enemies.

Will the prospect of such a 21st-century Cuban Missile Crisis be enough to bring
America's irresponsible leaders to their senses and back to the negotiating table, to
start unwinding the suicidal mess they have blundered into? We certainly hope so.

'Sound the alarm': National debt hits $30 trillion as economists warn of impact for
Americans
Michael Collins - USA TODAY

WASHINGTON – The national debt surpassed $30 trillion for the first time Tuesday,
fueled in part by the coronavirus pandemic and what economists describe as years of
unsustainable government spending that could have long-term consequences for every
American.

The US has never defaulted before. Here's what could happen if it does.
The federal government now owes $23.5 trillion in debt to creditors and another $6.5
trillion to itself.
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Debt to creditors soared by $1.5 trillion over the last year alone, according to
the Peter G. Peterson Foundation, a nonpartisan organization focused on addressing
the country’s fiscal challenges.

“It does not make sense as a society to simply spend more than we take in on a
permanent and growing basis,” said Michael A. Peterson, the group’s chief executive
officer. “What that essentially does is place the burden onto our future and onto the
next generation.”

Start the day smarter. Get all the news you need in your inbox each morning.
The mounting debt can impact the health and economic security of Americans in
numerous ways – hitting their pocketbooks through higher interest rates, for example,
or syphoning off government funding needed for other programs.

A $30 trillion debt amounts to about $90,000 per American. Net interest costs on the
debt average $1 billion per day or roughly $2,600 per household this year.
And it’s going to get worse.

Over the next three decades, net interest payments on the debt are projected to hit
new records – totaling more than $60 trillion and, by 2051, taking up nearly half of
all federal revenues and measuring nearly 9% of the gross domestic product,
economists warn.

For comparison, interest on the debt has never exceeded 19% of federal revenues or
much more than 3% of the GDP.

A $30 trillion debt “should sound the alarm to lawmakers who think we can borrow
endlessly without consequence,” said Maya MacGuineas, president of the Committee
for a Responsible Federal Budget, a nonpartisan group that promotes fiscal
responsibility.

“With inflation at a 40-year high and large deficits projected into the future, it is time
to start worrying about how to get our fiscal house in order,” MacGuineas said.

Economists attribute much of the spiraling debt to interest payments, growing health
care costs and an aging population.

The federal government also has spent $6 trillion over the past two years to help
Americans recover from the financial fallout of COVID-19. Tax cuts that Republicans
pushed through Congress in 2017, with the promise they would pay for themselves,
are projected to add $1 trillion to $2 trillion to the federal debt over a decade,
according to government estimates.

The COVID spending under both the Biden and Trump administrations accelerated
the nation’s financial problems, “but those trends were existing well before the
pandemic,” Peterson said.

Borrowing for the pandemic made sense, MacGuineas said, “but now is the time to
change course and gradually return to a fiscally responsible trajectory.”
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Rising interest costs are becoming the fastest-growing part of the federal budget. That
means more of the taxes taken out of Americans' paychecks will go "to our past rather
than our future," Peterson said.

A large national debt can make the country less prepared for other disasters, such as
the next recession or pandemic, and make it hard to devote money for social
programs for the most vulnerable Americans, such as the poor and the elderly.

Over time, the growing debt can push up interest rates for consumers and businesses.
The higher rates can ripple through the economy, nudging up rates for mortgages,
corporate bonds and other types of consumer and business loans.

“We’re very fortunate that interest rates have been so low in recent years because it
lowers the burden of all this debt,” Peterson said. “That gives us additional breathing
room. But the scary part is it could be quite temporary. As interest costs rise, that
debt burden becomes more and more painful.”

“No one can tell you what interest rates are going to be three, five, 10 or 20 years
from now,” he said. “Yet we just keep piling on this debt without regard to the risks.”

The nation's fiscal problems can be fixed, Peterson and MacGuineas said, but that
would require trade-offs on prioritizing spending and taxes. Those tough decisions
aren't likely to happen anytime soon given many lawmakers' aversion to raising taxes
and cutting popular spending programs.

"These programs that are supporting Americans, that are supporting our national
defense, that are investing in our future, that are protecting the most vulnerable, that
are educating our kids – if we feel those are important, they should be paid for,"
Peterson said.

“It’s immoral for us to continue on this path with such disregard for our kids."
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President Joe Biden and Vice President Kamala Harris walk off stage after speaking
in support of changing the Senate filibuster rules that have stalled voting rights
legislation, at Atlanta University Center Consortium, on the grounds of Morehouse
College and Clark Atlanta University, Tuesday, Jan. 11, 2022, in Atlanta.

Rising prices of these 4 popular groceries are making people so angry
Andy Meek - BGR

Phil Levy, chief economist at San Francisco-based freight forwarding company
Flexport, has a prediction for when the US supply chain gets back to normal:
Sometime next year, at the earliest.

“It’s unlikely to happen in 2022,” he told The New York Times this week, an estimate
that carries all sorts of implications. From the degree to which that means grocery
prices will keep rising — for goods ranging from fresh produce, to coffee and milk —
as well as to what extent voters might punish incumbents in this fall’s midterm
elections.

In terms of the pandemic being the eye of the hurricane and setting so many crises in
motion, there’s of course the public health aspect. But when you move to the
concentric circles outside vaccines, hospital care, and COVID case counts, you get
into the lagging indicators of the pandemic’s impact.

Like, stimulus checks and government aid. And a bewildering jobs market, one that
encompasses everything from the so-called “Great Resignation” and lots of help
wanted signs, to some businesses like restaurants cutting back on their operating
hours because of a lack of staffing. And then there’s the grocery store experience.

Grocery prices 2022

BGRA woman is shown pushing a cart full of groceries. Image source:
WavebreakMediaMicro/Adobe
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Among the frustrations that shoppers have encountered? Shortages of popular
products, for one thing. Distributors have run into labor issues, including fewer
workers and also workers out sick, and so many have cut deliveries to some stores
accordingly.

Shoppers, meanwhile, also encounter rising prices, which are a product of everything
from supply chain snarls to inflation and general labor issues. Data from the USDA,
for example, makes clear that shoppers had to absorb a roughly 6% increase in
monthly food costs in 2021.

Chicago-based market research firm IRI, meanwhile, has found that prices for
specific goods — like meat, seafood, produce, and cereal, among others — climbed
9% last year.

Let’s start with the first one from that list.
Rising meat prices. In recent days, the Biden administration unveiled a $1 billion
pledge to help the meat processing industry deal with labor shortages and other
challenges to help keep a lid on prices.

According to a Reuters report, beef retail prices soared 30 percent just before the
pandemic lockdowns began in 2020, to a high of $7.90 per pound in October. U.S.
Department of Agriculture data shows prices dipping slightly in November and
December.

What’s driving all this? A decades-long push for efficiency and more profit left the US
meat processing system perilously stretched thin. Then came COVID-driven plant
shutdowns. Plus, safety protocols slowed things down.

And as Reuters notes, labor shortages “cut the number of cows these plants could
process, reducing prices they paid to cattle farmers even as the cost of the end
product spiked for consumers.”

Food inflation forecast
Big companies like Maxwell House (coffee) and General Mills, as well as Campbell
Soup and Procter & Gamble, meanwhile, have also recently announced or
raised their grocery prices.

Among the many other popular products that have hit customers with increases:

Pet food. “The pet-food shortage is real, and owners are scrambling,” The Wall
Street Journal reported in December.

Citing one pet owner: “It’s been a waking nightmare.” That report cites ingredient
shortages as well as production interruptions at distributor J.M. Smucker Co. — with
only a limited supply being sent to stores for the rest of this year.

Milk. The price of milk has been ticking slightly higher, for the past three years. And
that’s likely to continue. Time magazine, for example, pointed out that the number of
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dairy cows in the US is plunging to a more than decade low. However, the price
increases are much more localized, rather than an across-the-board phenomenon.

Since early 2021, the price of a gallon of whole milk rose 43 cents in Dallas, 32 cents
in Kansas City, Mo., and 22 cents in Miami, according to figures from the USDA.

Eggs. Spikes in production, manufacturing, and transportation costs have caused egg
prices to rise by almost 21%, per recent statistics from the Bureau of Labor Statistics.

Coffee. CNN notes that coffee prices are up more than 4.7 percent over the past year.
They hit record highs in December and are expected to stay high through next year, at
least.

Republicans Seem to Think Putting a Black Woman on the Supreme Court Is the
Real Racism
Opinion by Adam Serwer - The Atlantic

Getty; The Atlantic

Joe Biden hasn’t yet picked a nominee to fill the seat of retiring Supreme Court
Justice Stephen Breyer, but conservatives already know that the nominee is
unqualified. After all, Biden has vowed to nominate a Black woman.

As New York magazine’s Jonathan Chait writes, conservative outlets are lamenting
that Biden has elevated “skin color over qualifications,” accusing Biden of trying to
foment “tribal warfare” and of engaging in “discrimination,” and insisting that
the eventual nominee would be “an affirmative-action hire, a kind of a trophy in a
display case.

The token Black woman.” One conservative legal commenter sneered that instead of
his preferred choice, the president would be appointing a “lesser black woman.”
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Republican senators have already indicated that they will not support anyone Biden
nominates, so it’s not like the nominee’s qualifications would actually make a
difference to them.

If this all sounds somewhat familiar, it’s because the last time a Democratic president
nominated a woman of color to the Court, legal elites on the right and the left insisted
that Sonia Sotomayor was an unqualified affirmative-action pick who was chosen
only because she is of Puerto Rican descent.

The idea that conservatives would not be making such arguments if Biden had not
announced in advance that he would be appointing a Black woman is nonsense;
Barack Obama did not announce any such criteria before nominating Sotomayor, and
they said virtually the same things about her—conservatives attacked her as a “quota
pick” who was chosen “because she’s a woman and Hispanic, not because she was
the best qualified.”

At the time, Sotomayor had more judicial experience before being nominated than any
other sitting justice, and that remains the case today, with the appointment of three
new justices by Donald Trump.

Now, I could point out that, like Sotomayor, every person on the shortlist of potential
nominees has impeccable credentials. I could note that Supreme Court seats have
long been about ethnic-coalition politics and patronage, as Slate’s Dahlia Lithwick
and Mark Joseph Stern have written.

I could point out that Ronald Reagan promised to appoint a woman to the bench
during his campaign, because it was “time for a woman to sit among our highest
jurists” and because such “appointments can carry enormous symbolic significance”;
he ultimately nominated Sandra Day O’Connor.

I could point out Reagan’s ongoing concern with representation when he nominated
Antonin Scalia because he wanted a candidate of Italian “extraction.” I might note
that George H. W. Bush’s nomination of Clarence Thomas to replace Thurgood
Marshall, the first Black justice on the Court, was in keeping with previous
eras’ tradition of having “Jewish” and “Catholic” seats.

I might argue that under Trump, who similarly pledged to appoint a woman before
selecting Amy Coney Barrett, having a law degree and a crank blog was sufficient
qualification for the federal bench.

And I could point out the absurdity of arguing that racism is when you first nominate
a Black woman to the Supreme Court after more than 200 years, not when you
exclude Black women from the nation’s highest court for more than 200 years.

These are all relevant points, but none of them would change anything, because the
coordinated attack on the qualifications of a nominee who has not yet been named is
not about preventing her from being confirmed.

This is a relatively low-stakes judicial battle, because Biden’s choice will not alter the
6–3 conservative majority on the Court, and the Democrats’ slim Senate majority will
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likely be sufficient to confirm the nominee, barring unforeseen complications. This is
not an argument that can be won by facts and logic, because it is not about winning
an argument at all.

Rather, these attacks are meant to reiterate the narrative that liberals elevate
unqualified Black Americans at the expense of others who are truly deserving, as part
of a larger backlash narrative, one that echoes past eras in American history, in
which advocacy for equal rights is turning white conservatives into an oppressed
class.

Republicans will likely be unable to block the nominee, but they can extract a political
price, motivate their own voters, and dull the historic significance of Biden’s choice
by orienting the political conversation around the idea that another shiftless Negro
is getting free stuff at others’ expense.

“Black women are, what, 6 percent of the U.S. population?” Senator Ted Cruz of
Texas helpfully summarized on his podcast. “He’s saying to 94 percent of Americans,
‘I don’t give a damn about you.’” Cruz continued, “He’s saying, ‘If you’re a white
guy, tough luck. If you’re a white woman, tough luck. You don’t qualify.’” All of the
nonwhite justices in American history would fill a third of the current Court. For Cruz,
this is apparently far too many.

This kind of political narrative predates affirmative action by more than a century.
During Reconstruction, President Andrew Johnson complained that Congress’s
attempt to defend the rights of the emancipated as the white South tried to force them
back into conditions of near slavery amounted to establishing “for the security of the
colored race safeguards which go infinitely beyond any that the General Government
has ever provided for the white race.”

Running for president in 1868, a few short years after abolition, Horatio Seymour, the
Democratic nominee, argued that the “laborers at the North” had been made to “feed
and clothe these idle Africans,” as though all the South’s wealth had not been built on
their labor.

The Supreme Court justices who struck down a law in 1888 barring discrimination on
the basis of race, helping pave the way for Jim Crow, argued that the time had come
for Black Americans to cease being a “special favorite of the laws.” The idea that
Black people are getting something they have not earned by gaining access to
something white people have long had began the second that slavery was abolished.

Of course, Black Americans are not the only ethnic minority that has been attacked in
this way in Court confirmation battles. Sotomayor is far from the first or only
example.
In his history of the Thurgood Marshall confirmation fight, the journalist Wil
Haygood recounts that the patrician nativist Senator Henry Cabot Lodge attacked the
first Jewish nominee, Louis Brandeis, in similar terms.
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“If it were not that Brandeis is a Jew, and a German Jew,” Lodge insisted, “he would
never have been appointed and he would not have a baker’s dozen of votes in the
Senate. This seems to be in the highest degree un-American and wrong.”

The segregationist Strom Thurmond accused Marshall, by then a judge, former
solicitor general, and litigator of great renown, of lacking “an elementary knowledge
of basic constitutional principles.”

As the above examples show, the initial appointment of a member of an
underrepresented minority to the Court has frequently been met with the insistence
that he or she does not deserve the position.

Attacks on a nominee’s qualifications, especially when a nominee has extensive legal
experience, or in this case, when she has not yet been named, tend to be proxies for
ideological objections.

Republicans would have few concerns about nominating some baby-faced Federalist
Society ideologue who had been shoveled onto the federal bench a few months prior.
Thurmond objected to Marshall both because he was Black and because Marshall
had spent his life fighting for racial equality, a principle Thurmond had spent his life
opposing.

Questioning Marshall’s qualifications was a way to register those objections in the
language of constitutional fidelity rather than mere prejudice.

Marshall’s opponents failed to block his nomination, but they nevertheless used it as a
platform for their own narrative, which was that the civil-rights movement and a
liberal Supreme Court, rather than centuries of discrimination and exclusion, were
responsible for the riots erupting across the nation, and that confirming Marshall
would make such problems worse.

Marshall’s opponents, Wil Haygood writes, “figured it a potent time to bring up
issues of crime and security, which they imagined would greatly weaken Marshall
given his reputation as an attorney who had fought to give the accused equal rights.”

Those objecting to Biden fulfilling his pledge to nominate a Black woman in this
manner are similarly using this opportunity to put forth a familiar narrative, that
liberals elevate unworthy Black candidates at the expense of those more deserving.

Appeals to meritocracy in this context are not about merit; they are a means to
diminish people whom these critics would see as undeserving no matter what they
achieve.

If the Republicans seeking to stoke resentment over this appointment can successfully
turn the story of the first Black woman on the Supreme Court into another example of
Black people getting free stuff they haven’t earned, they will be perfectly satisfied,
even if she is confirmed.

The important battles over the future of the Court have already taken place, and the
right has already won them.



The White House is trying to prepare Americans for a 'distorted' jobs report
Ben Werschkul - Yahoo Finance

Yahoo! Finance

Ahead of Friday's jobs report, the White House is lowering expectations about a
number they say could be hard hit by both the Omicron variant and a quirk of how the
data is gathered each month.

"We just wanted to prepare people to understand...what it is an assessment of and as
a result, the month’s jobs report may show job losses in large part because workers
were out sick from Omicron," Press Secretary Jen Psaki said Monday.

On Wednesday, payroll processor ADP provided one of the first comprehensive
pictures of the Omicron variant's impact on the labor market. The news was grim.
Payrolls unexpectedly declined by 301,000 in January, representing the first drop
since December 2020.

The White House is concerned that Friday’s report from the Labor Department could
be also be eye-popping because of how the jobs data is gathered. The “January”
number being released on Friday is actually the result of a survey taken for a week
around Jan. 12 — instead of an accounting of the entire month.

The reported COVID cases fueled by the Omicron variant peaked nationally right
around then.

"The most important thing we know about Friday, without knowing the number yet of
course, is that the survey was taken at the very same time as Omicron caseloads were
peaking," Jared Bernstein, a member of President Biden’s Council of Economic
Advisers, told Yahoo Finance Live on Wednesday.

To make things even more complicated for the White House, if workers are out sick
and don't receive a paycheck for the week in question, they're counted as having lost
their job — even if they returned the following week.
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"This month is likely to be distorted," Bernstein said. He encouraged people to look at
overall trends, arguing that a possible bad number Friday is more about "this
measurement issue."

The Census Bureau’s Household Pulse Survey has already found 9 million people
who reported being out of work in that time-frame either because they had COVID-19
or were caring for somebody who did. That compares to around 3 million people just
two weeks prior.

'An inaccurate depiction'
The U.S. economy added 199,000 jobs last month, less than expected, and less than
the prior month. At the same time, the December unemployment rate improved to a
fresh pandemic-era low.

Some economists estimate the January number to be similar, with private employers
adding 150,000 jobs in January and the unemployment rate staying at 3.9%,
according to Bloomberg consensus estimates.

But a number of analysts expect a loss, perhaps even as high as 200,000-400,000 jobs
in January.

Director of the National Economic Council Brian Deese has discussed the possibility
of a disappointing jobs report, which Bernstein also outlined it in a Twitter thread.

Psaki called the result we are likely to see Friday “an inaccurate depiction” of the
overall labor market, while Deese tried to prepare Americans “for January
employment data that could look a little strange.”

Russian gas: The energy crisis we did not prepare for
Opinion by Anne-Sophie Corbeau - The Hill
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As Moscow and the West saber rattle over threats of cutting Russian pipeline gas
supplies to Europe over the Ukraine crisis, it has become clear that the continent has
made little progress in reducing its dependency on Russian gas.

This comes 13 years after Russia shut down gas supplies through Ukraine, and now
Europe is facing an even worse energy crisis. Gas prices currently at around $30 per
metric million British thermal units (mmBtu) are already unsustainable high for
European gas users, driving inflation, shutting down factories and spilling over to
other regions.

European policy-makers who have focused mostly on sustainability must urgently put
security of supply and equity back on the energy policy agenda.

The International Energy Agency defines energy security as "the uninterrupted
availability of energy sources at an affordable price." This includes the ability of an
energy system to react promptly to sudden changes in the supply-demand balance in
the short term. Longer-term, it requires timely investments to supply sufficient energy
and calls for diversification in terms of fuels, suppliers and supply routes.

Even before any potential total loss of Russian gas, Europe was already facing a
bleak winter of tight supply and record natural gas prices. And while many disruption
scenarios simulate a sudden supply route disruption combined with extreme climatic
conditions, nobody has prepared for a situation where the European energy system
would already be stretched to the limit even before a major gas disruption occurs.

Gas prices are already unaffordable and most levers available to deal with a
short-term disruption are already used.

These levers include demand declines as consumers curb use due to high prices as
well as switching to other fuels, measures that have already caused European
industrial gas consumption to fall. Residential users exposed to increasing heating
bills would have already looked at lowering their thermostat, and coal-fired plants
have come back to replace gas-fired plants.

On the supply side, Europe can either draw down already low gas inventories or look
for alternate gas supplies in the form of LNG, for which the region finds itself in
fierce competition with Asia.

But there is very little spare capacity in the global LNG system and certainly not
enough to replace all of Russia's gas. Other possibilities, such as increasing pipeline
supplies from Africa and Azerbaijan or ramping up domestic production, will also fall
short.

Europe did create an internal market and increased its ability to move gas across the
continent to help countries more dependent on Russia. It also built new liquefied
natural gas (LNG) terminals and storage facilities.

https://www.iea.org/areas-of-work/ensuring-energy-security


But as its import requirements increased, Europe did not quite manage to
significantly diversify its gas supply sources away from Russia: it imported more LNG,
but also more Russian pipeline gas in 2021 than it did in 2009.

Europe counted on all the traditional levers but in particular on flexible, transparent
and liquid LNG markets to come to the rescue. They did, but at a very high price.

What is needed now are policies to reduce natural gas demand; otherwise, this
decade is likely to see Europe increasing its gas import requirements and become
more exposed to the whims of its main supplier.

This is easier said than done as the Eastern part of the continent is counting on
natural gas to move away from coal. European policy-makers need to focus more on
energy efficiency to reduce demand in the residential sector, which accounts for
around 40 percent of Europe's gas demand.

Poorly insulated homes tend to be occupied by lower-income households, they will be
particularly impacted by high energy prices. They need to put in place regulatory
tools that ensure storage facilities are full ahead of winter.

Accelerated investments in clean energy technologies are required, including in
biomethane that can replace natural gas as a domestic supply source. This approach
also includes investing in technologies that enable the power system to cope with
increased intermittency, a role that has been usually taken by gas-fired plants.

Finally, European policy-makers need to consider whether they want to foster
domestic production or support overseas supplies to effectively diversify away from
Russia, or whether this comes too much in contradiction with the Green Deal agenda.

Sen. John Kennedy wants Biden’s Supreme Court nominee to know ‘a law book from a J.
Crew catalog’ — which means what, exactly?
Nicole Lyn Pesce - Market Watch
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Sen John Kennedy went viral on Wednesday for supposedly telling fellow Senate Republicans
that he wants President Joe Biden’s Supreme Court nominee — whom Biden has said will be
a Black woman — to be someone who “knows a law book from a J. Crew catalog.”

That’s according to a Politico Playbook report on a private Senate Republican lunch on
Tuesday. It noted that the Louisiana Republican, who sits on the Judiciary Committee,
“didn’t exactly tamp down his rhetoric” while discussing whether it was counterproductive
for the GOP to battle against Biden’s SCOTUS nominee.

“No. 1, I want a nominee who knows a law book from a J. Crew catalog. No. 2, I want a
nominee who’s not going to try to rewrite the Constitution every other Thursday to try to
advance a ‘woke agenda.’” — Sen. John Kennedy (R-La.)

His remarks drew backlash on Twitter after the news broke on Wednesday, leading J. Crew to
trend in the afternoon as readers discussed what they thought Kennedy meant by those
words.

Many saw racial undertones in the catalog comment, noting that former first lady Michelle
Obama, a Black woman, was known for wearing a lot of J. Crew.

The senator was not immediately available for comment. But it should be noted that Kennedy
has said variations on this phrase a few times before. In 2019, for example, while discussing
whether then-President Donald Trump had the authority to declare a national emergency
over the border wall, Kennedy told Fox News that, “Past presidents have used the National
Emergencies Act 60 times. Anybody who knows an L.L. Bean catalog from a law book knows,
ultimately, the U.S. Supreme Court will give us guidance on this.”

And he used J. Crew as a comparison again in February 2020 while discussing the first
impeachment articles against Trump. “Anyone who knows a law book from a J. Crew catalog
does not take this charge seriously.”

But Kennedy joined several Republicans questioning Biden’s future Supreme Court pick to fill
the vacancy that will be left on the bench when Justice Stephen Breyer retires after this
session. And some of these Republicans have pointedly taken issue with Biden’s promise to
name a Black woman to the country’s highest court.

Sen. Ted Cruz (R-Texas) called Biden’s vow to name a Black woman “offensive” because
Biden is saying that white men and women have the “wrong skin pigment and wrong Y
chromosome,” which has also drawn some backlash. Mississippi Sen. Roger Wicker said he
views the process as “affirmative action.”

And Ilya Shapiro, a former Cato Institute vice president still contributing to the think tank,
tweeted a now-deleted post claiming that Indian-American judge Sri Srinivasan should be
chosen to replace Breyer instead of a “lesser black woman.”

He was placed on leave from Georgetown University a day before he was scheduled to begin
serving as senior lecturer and executive director for the law school’s Center for the
Constitution.

The Supreme Court was made up entirely of white men for almost two centuries, and Justice
Clarence Thomas and the late Thurgood Marshall have been the only two Black men to serve
on the court. There has never been a Black female Supreme Court Justice.
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The restraint crowd facepalms over Biden’s Ukraine threats
Nahal Toosi - The Politico
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President Joe Biden’s face-off with Russian leader Vladimir Putin over Ukraine has
deeply unsettled progressive lawmakers and other advocates of a restrained U.S.
foreign policy, leaving them struggling to mount a coherent response.

These so-called restrainers had hoped that the U.S. withdrawal from Afghanistan
marked the start of a new, more judicious phase of American power projection
abroad. Less than six months later, many fear that — despite Biden’s pledge not to
put American troops in the line of fire — the United States is bluffing its way into a
war with Russia.

In Congress, some progressive Democrats are trying to devise a unified message on
how the United States should approach the Ukraine crisis, according to a senior
Democratic staffer.

The effort comes amid broad bipartisan support for a new sanctions package on
Russia pushed by more hawkish lawmakers, including Democratic Sen. Bob
Menendez, chair of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee.

“Progressives are trying to carve out a space to support Ukraine’s democracy and
independence while not getting drawn into the dumb hawkish bidding wars that end
up foreclosing diplomatic options and getting more people killed,” the senior
Democratic staffer said.

Last week, two progressive Democrats issued a statement chiding the Biden
administration for preparing troop deployments to Europe and military aid to
Ukraine that the lawmakers said could escalate the crisis. On Wednesday, the U.S.
announced Biden was sending 3,000 troops to Eastern Europe in response to the
Russian threat to Ukraine.
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“We have significant concerns that new troop deployments, sweeping and
indiscriminate sanctions, and a flood of hundreds of millions of dollars in lethal
weapons will only raise tensions and increase the chance of miscalculation,” Reps.
Pramila Jayapal (D-Wash.) and Barbara Lee (D-Calif.) said.

“Russia’s strategy is to inflame tensions; the United States and NATO must not play
into this strategy.” Lee was the only member of Congress to vote against the war in
Afghanistan following the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks.

In think tanks and academic institutions, meanwhile, a growing crop of
restraint-oriented scholars are trying not to get drowned out by their more numerous
hawkish colleagues. Some of these scholars had hoped that, in the wake of the U.S.
withdrawal from Afghanistan, they could now focus on convincing Biden to pull
American troops out of Iraq and Syria.

Instead, they are dealing with what feels like a new trans-Atlantic Cold War, just as
tensions between the United States and China are also rising in the Pacific.

“This is not as easy as some of the other cases, where, for example, it’s much more
clear that the United States shouldn’t engage in any more regime change operations
in the Middle East,” acknowledged Will Ruger, who helped steer funding to
restraint-focused scholars from the libertarian-leaning Koch network and now leads
the American Institute for Economic Research.

‘The world as it is’
The Ukraine crisis threatens to divert U.S. military and economic resources toward a
potential land war that many restrainers believe simply isn’t in America’s interest.
But it is unusually complicated because it also involves NATO, longstanding
American military commitments to European allies, and Putin, a dictator bent on
redrawing the world map, whom many restrainers loathe.

The crisis also has exposed how restrainers remain a relatively weak force in
Washington, including in Congress, despite the voices of progressives skeptical of
military intervention who had hoped for a more sympathetic ear from the Biden team.

Richard Fontaine, chief executive officer of the bipartisan Center for a New American
Security, said the Biden administration is dealing with “the world as it is.”

“I’m sure no one would have preferred to have a crisis with Russia over Ukraine,”
said Fontaine, who previously advised the hawkish late GOP Sen. John McCain.

“But you could either do nothing or you could do something. And if you’re going to
do something, then it’s going to be a mixture of deterrence and possible
accommodation to reasonable Russian concerns.”

Restrainers are found on both left and right in Washington. They include
conservatives, often but not all in the libertarian mold, as well as some vocal
progressive Democrats. Their ranks and influence have grown, with new think tanks
and funding aimed at spreading their philosophy.
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The motivations of restrainers are not all the same. Some care more about not spilling
blood, others about not wasting treasure. For many, it comes down to the particular
conflict; some are deeply worried about how America will face an increasingly
powerful China, for instance. But broadly speaking, the goal is to limit the use of
what they believe often is counterproductive U.S. military force.

A recent Twitter exchange between Washington Post columnist Josh Rogin and Rep.
Ro Khanna, a progressive Democrat from California, captured some of the
conflicting impulses facing restraint-oriented public figures thanks to the Ukraine
crisis and the many countries and alliances it involves.

“Ukraine has the moral high ground,” Khanna tweeted at one point. “We can impose
sanctions & speak out clearly against Putin aggression. But our national security
requires us not to get significantly entangled in a conflict that would weaken us vis a
vis China.”

When Rogin argued that letting Russia off the hook for Ukraine set a bad precedent
for how restrainers would deal with a Chinese invasion of Taiwan, Khanna insisted
that was a different situation because Taiwan was more tied to the U.S. economy.

Khanna was unavailable for comment. But his argument hints at the choices some
restrainers believe the U.S. must make in deciding when to get involved in a foreign
crisis. Those choices raise questions about restrainers’ willingness to ignore the
causes of human rights and democracy when they believe it serves the U.S. national
interest.

Putin’s insecurities
As they see the debate over Ukraine spiral into threats of a potentially long, bloody
war, many restrainers are saying, “I told you so.”

The roots of the problem, these restrainers argue in op-eds and other forums, lie at
decisions years ago by the United States and some of its allies to allow for the
possibility of one day admitting Ukraine and Georgia as members of NATO.

The growth of the military alliance has long been a sore point for Putin, who has led
Russia for more than two decades and sees NATO as a threat to his country’s
influence over many of its neighbors.
In remarks Tuesday, Putin alleged that U.S. officials are merely using Ukraine as a
“tool” to “hinder the development of Russia.”

The Russian president has already carried out limited invasions of both Ukraine and
Georgia; his build-up of 100,000 troops along Ukraine’s border this time, though,
augurs grander plans.

Ukraine and Georgia are unlikely to join NATO anytime soon. Still, the U.S. should
have taken their membership off the table completely in earlier talks with Putin in
exchange for significant moves on his part, such as withdrawing forces he has in
those countries, said Gavin Wilde, a former National Security Council official who
dealt with Russia.

https://twitter.com/RoKhanna/status/1484974332929613831?s=20&t=Ox9540QP4w9SYonzsLFHrA


Wilde, who describes himself as a liberal internationalist-turned-restrainer, says it
doesn’t help that the United States and its allies have often conflated NATO — a
defensive military pact — with ideas like democracy, the rule of law and human
rights.

“Now it seems like that particular opportunity to deescalate and get some concessions
from Putin may have passed,” said Wilde, who is now with Defense Priorities, a
restraint-focused think tank.

Plenty of foreign policy practitioners disagree with Wilde’s diagnosis.
Ivo Daalder, a former U.S. ambassador to NATO, said restrainers want to blame
everything on NATO expansion when much of the problem really comes down to
Putin.

“It’s a problem of Putin believing he will only be secure if he can control his
neighborhood,” Daalder said, adding that the Russian dictator in particular fears
that democratic progress in places like Ukraine will embolden Russians to rise up
against him.

Daalder and others also dismissed the notion that Biden’s decision to pull U.S. troops
out of Afghanistan had much to do with the doctrine of restraint.

Biden had long advocated for an end to the United States presence in Afghanistan,
believing it was a fruitless fight that drained resources from more important standoffs,
including with Russia and China, Daalder argued.

Biden the realist?
Still, plenty of restrainers are taking comfort in Biden’s promise that U.S. troops will
not play a direct fighting role in any battle for Ukraine, even though some may be
sent to beef up the American presence in nearby NATO countries as a deterrent.

“He continues to display a realist sensibility,” said Stephen Wertheim, a
restraint-supporting scholar who last year co-authored a Foreign Affairs essay titled
“Biden the Realist.” The problem? “It’s competing with both the constraints of
politics and a liberal internationalist streak, too.”

Despite Biden’s promises now, restrainers worry that the conflict will evolve in a way
that drags the United States into a direct shooting war, especially if hawkish
lawmakers pressure the White House and campaign politics require a “tough on
Russia” stance.

“You hear people talk about supporting an insurgency in Ukraine. What does that
mean? Covert actors on the ground? What happens if they get killed?” Ruger said.
“What happens if this gets escalated?”

One of the trickiest parts of arguing for restraint in the case of Ukraine is the risk of
being accused of supporting Putin, whose human rights record includes poisoning
political opponents and eviscerating media freedoms.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/biden-wanted-to-leave-afghanistan-he-knew-the-risks-11629214842
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Commentator Peter Beinart, who long ago came to regret his support of the 2003 U.S.
invasion of Iraq, recently described accusations that restrainers are pro-Putin as a
type of cancel culture. He noted that supporters of deposing tyrants like Iraq’s
Saddam Hussein often failed to calculate the longer-term risks.

“In deposing Saddam, the U.S. launched a war that took roughly 200,000 Iraqi lives,
strengthened Iran, and helped create ISIS,” Beinart writes. “In deposing Muammar
Qaddafi, the U.S. helped turn Libya into a failed state, thus scattering weapons and
fighters across West Africa, some of whom reportedly helped launch a coup in
Burkina Faso last week.

All of which makes it quite plausible that keeping NATO membership open to Ukraine
will help provoke a Russian response that leaves that country less stable, less free,
and less peaceful than it would be if the U.S. supported Ukrainian neutrality.”

There are other factors in play as U.S. lawmakers and others weigh the implications
of the Russian threats against Ukraine. Some people involved remember well the Cold
War and are reflexively inclined toward a tough-on-Russia stance.

Others came of age in the post-9/11 era and are skeptical of American use of force
abroad. Many are almost reflexively anti-war: A coalition of such groups released a
statement Tuesday calling on Biden to “end the U.S. role in escalating the extremely
dangerous tensions with Russia over Ukraine” and blaming the crisis on NATO
expansion.

Some of the sentiment is based in pure politics. To some liberals, opposing Russia and
supporting Ukraine is equivalent to opposing former President Donald Trump, who
repeatedly tried to curry favor with Putin and was accused of halting U.S. military aid
to Ukraine in a bid to force the government in Kyiv to investigate Biden.

It’s tough to predict sometimes who will land on what side, said Stephen Miles,
president of Win Without War, a progressive organization. After all, one of the most
powerful voices speaking out against U.S. support for Ukraine is conservative Fox
News host Tucker Carlson.

“The political signaling is all screwed up,” Miles said.
For people like Wertheim, Ruger and others, simply the fact that there is a debate
already is a victory for restrainers. Ten or 20 years ago, such voices were far more
easily drowned out, they say. Now, even members of the Biden administration will at
least listen.

“The Biden administration at the very top has proved to be more amenable to
restrainers’ way of thinking than expected,” Wertheim said. When it comes to Russia
and Ukraine, the president and his aides need to think of the long-term consequences,
Wertheim added, including how a commitment to this conflict could impact their
stated desires to focus U.S. foreign policy more on China.

The way things are going now, “the likely outcome will be an increased U.S.
commitment to Europe, and that really will be an unfortunate outcome,” he said.
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